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ATM and POS machines are normally
operating outside Bank's security
perimeter with banks have lesser
control on security of these devices.
Traditionally, ATMs are more prone to
attacks via Physical means but off late
malware movement to ATMs via Banks
network has been prevalent as well..
POS machines are no different as they
are normally part of merchant network
where security is dependent upon
controls put up by the merchant. One of
the greatest example was the 2014
attack on US retail Giant "Target" ,
where the systems were compromised
via third party HVAC vendor.

"Steady growth of
ATMs is predicted to
increase to 4 million
by 2021 globally" Trend Micro

ATM Jackpotting attacks have been on
rise since last couple of years which has
been reported initially in Russia then
spread across Europe, Asia, Latin
America, Mexico and then it spread it to
United States.
With advent of new attack vectors,
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Darknet Underground - ATM
Darknet and Underground marketplace is full of threat actors
either selling or trading various hardware and software which are
used as attack vectors for ATM machines. Below are couple of
screen capture of the posts.

ATM Malware
All of the known ATM malware attacks provide the attackers a way to
install arbitrary programs on the cash machines in order to empty
their cash cassettes (i.e., jackpotting the machine), log all customer
card transactions (i.e., virtual skimming), or both.

Those attacks whose way of entry into the ATM is by physical
means. In these incidents, criminals usually open the machine’s
case with a generic key or by force; and inject a usb or cd drive.
Those attacks that manage to access the ATMs via the network.
These attacks normally involve hacking into the bank’s corporate
network first.

ATM

All known attacks in two broad categories:

Physical ATM Malware
Based upon research conducted by Trend Micro which states there
is a common denominator in ATM malware: XFS (extensions for
financial services) middleware. Middleware providers use the XFS
standard to create client-server architecture for financial
applications on Microsoft Windows platforms. Financial
applications through the XFS manager using XFS APIs communicate
with peripherals like PIN pads, cash dispenses, and receipt printers.
The middleware connects ATMs regardless of the make, model, or
vendor. Exploiting the universality of XFS to “jackpot” ATMs
equates to a huge ROI for malware developers as it allows them to
conduct multiple campaigns.
Below are the names of few known ATM malware used to install
with physical access
Polutus
Padpin-Tyupkin
Alice
Green Dispenser

Network ATM Malware

Below are few recent examples of network based ATM malware
Cobalt Strike
Ripper
ATMitch

ATM

With the latest innovation in ATM based attacks, it has been observed
that now attacks are originating from inside the bank, from a malware
targeting the ATM network and infecting multiple machines. Initial
infection could be using targeted phishing emails to the admin which
then moves laterally to infect the bank servers and eventually the
ATM servers.

Darknet Underground - POS
Darknet and Underground marketplace is full of threat actors
either selling or trading various hardware and software which are
used as attack vectors for POS machines. Below are couple of
screen capture of the posts.

POS Malware
PoS malware targets consumers’ personal and financial data stored on
one of up to three ‘tracks’ on the magnetic strip located on the back
of a payment card.

Track 2: contains nearly the same information as the first track,
except for the customer’s name.
Track 3: is not standardized among banks and therefore rarely used.
POS malware targets RAM of the POS machines to get all the data ,
they are also called as RAM scrappers. UDPoS, Pinkkite and MajikPOS
are few well known POS malware targeting POS systems

POS

Track 1: Contains Name, A/C No, Exp Date & CVV

ATM/ POS Malware Monetization Process

ATM/POS Security - Best Practices
Ensure operating system, ATM software are with latest security
patches
Monitor threat actors and TTPs for innovation in modus operandi
in Darknet
Hunt and Analyse latest malware build protection based upon
observed indicators
Deploy Anti-malware solutions network wide, specifically
personnel handling ATM maintenance
Continuous monitoring of ATM network via SOC powered with
actionable cyber threat intelligence.
Apply security controls for possible use of removable devices such
as CD/DVD and USB.

ATM/POS

Infection: The malware is introduced onto the targeted system or network.
Execution: Executes in to the ATM/POS System
Collection: Collects information via various methods
Extraction: Extracts customer card data and send to C&C server
Monetization: Sell extracted data on Darknet Marketplace
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